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“These Are Strange Times”
Classes Resume at St. John’s Amidst
Ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic
T

Matt Dean, Managing Editor & Michael S. Dauber, Editor-in-Chief

he COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted nearly
every aspect of modern life in every corner of the
globe. As of this writing, the cumulative number
of global cases has exceeded 44.3 million, and
the virus has claimed well over 1.1 million lives
worldwide. The United States leads the world in
both cases and deaths. Our nation, which is home
to four percent of the world’s population, has suffered one-fifth of all cases to date—and one-fifth of
all deaths as well.
The sheer volume of cases has overwhelmed health care systems here and abroad, and
the ongoing crisis has spurred quarantines, curfews, stay-at-home orders, shelter-in-place orders,
shutdowns, and lockdowns. But amidst all of the
chaos, classes resumed at St. John’s School of Law
this semester with a mix of online and in-person
classes. The school opted to allow students to attend classes completely online, in person, or in a
mix of modalities based on their needs and class
availability. All official extracurricular activities
have moved online.
Michael A. Simons, Dean of the Law
School and John V. Brennan Professor of Law,
says, “The way the St. John’s Law community has
responded to the challenges of this semester has
made me enormously proud.” He notes that the entire community—the students, the faculty, and the
staff—have worked together to prepare, to adapt,
and to take responsibility for each other. “It is unclear what the winter and spring will bring,” Dean
Simons says, “but I’m confident that we’ll be ready
and we’ll get through it.”
Beth Do, ‘21 and President of the Student
Bar Association (SBA), says that she has “felt challenged by our lack of procedural systems and wondered if we were doing enough.” SBA responded
with “a number of structural changes,” including
creating a “President’s Council to gather student
leaders and promote organizational collaboration,
and the Affinity Group Alliance to support our affinity groups.” The SBA also distributed “Wellness
Boxes” and “hosted a virtual Fall Fest to welcome
and connect 1Ls and returning students to student
organizations.” Other initiatives included setting
up a Textbook Bazaar for students to sell used
books, building a Student Organization Directory,
establishing a LinkTree to compile information for

students in a centralized location, combining the
SBA weekly newsletter with the “Week Ahead”
newsletter sent out by the Law School at the end of
each week, and bringing on a new Chief of Staff,
Catherine Sims, ‘22. “Many of us, myself included, feel lost in a sea of anxiety,” Do says. She encourages anyone with suggestions or feedback to
email stjohns.sba@gmail.com.
Hybrid Class Schedules: Settling In
According to Sarah Jean Kelly, Vice Dean
for Administration, 237 students opted for a fully
online program for the fall semester. “The remainder of our students, nearly 600, have selected to
take at least some of their classes in-person.” Dean
Kelly notes that, although students and faculty
have needed “to be flexible, to continually adapt
to the changing circumstances as the semester
progressed, and to demonstrate resilience,” the St.
John’s Law student body has risen to the challenge.
Dean Simons remarked on the ways in
which the new social distancing protocols have affected the classroom experience. “I knew that we
were going to be okay soon after I started teaching
Intro in August,” he says. “It took a little while to
get over the awkwardness of a classroom full of
masks (I never realized how much I read facial
expressions in the classroom). But once I got past
that, things were surprisingly normal—the new
1Ls were just as enthusiastic, energized, nervous,
and eager to learn as ever. And they were learning.
For me, that realization was the source of great
hope.”
Indeed, some students are finding that online classes work well under the circumstances.
“For the most part, I’m satisfied with the way online classes are going,” says Ron Eniclerico, ‘21.
“Everyone appears to be trying their best in a difficult situation. It’s definitely challenging to engage
in and participate in online classes, but I consider
that an acceptable trade-off for the difficulties and
stress of attending school during a pandemic.”
But the new class format has also added
significant challenges to an already difficult educational path. First-year students have likely been the
hardest hit by the revamped class format, despite
efforts to integrate students as much as possible.
One first-year student, who prefers to remain anon-

ymous, says that “it has definitely been hard to establish any connections, whether it be with students
or faculty because of COVID,” in part because
one-on-one online interactions can be “awkward,”
and in part due to connection and lag issues. The
student remarks that “the constant stress and isolation are starting to weigh heavily on everyone.”
But the student added that “other students are doing
incredibly well observing social distancing protocols.”
Ciara Villalona-Lockhart, ‘22, points to the
uncertainty the pandemic has brought to many students’ futures: “Because a third of our law school
education has been completed online, how will employers view our grades? Our ranks? Our ability,
or inability, to secure internships, fellowships, or
externships? Our lack of participation in co-curricular or extracurricular activities due to social distancing concerns?”
The shift to online learning began in the
latter half of the Spring 2020 semester. From the
beginning, there were inevitable difficulties as students and professors learned to adapt to new technology and new modes of teaching. Michael Ofori,
‘21, has also found that, in spite of an “unstable
network connection,” online learning is “running
much more smoothly now that professors have had
time to adjust to the system.” Bradley Jennings,
‘21, also notes that online learning is less troublesome than it was last spring: “This semester has
been immensely better.” Jennings attributes the
improvement to the adaptability of both students
and professors. “I’m sure some of it is related to a
personal adjustment to the new way of being in a
COVID world,” he says, “but the professors have
also adjusted their pedagogical approaches.” Some
professors have increased engagement with students by “calling on students more” and “requiring
cameras to be on always.” Others have simply become more comfortable in general with the technological tools which has “produced better teaching
and better learning.”
One 2L student who commented on condition of anonymity applauds online professors as
“outstanding and engaging. They facilitate participation in class and provide opportunities outside
class to get to know them.” The student adds that
the fall semester has gone “more (cont’d on page 3)
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The Forum’s 2020 Presidential
Election Preview
The Editorial Board

This year promises to present a presidential election quite unlike

any other in American history: an election that will occur in the
midst of a global pandemic and continuing efforts by Russian intelligence operatives to interfere in the democratic process. Regardless of political affiliation, it is important for voters (and law
students, in particular) to be aware of the candidates’ positions and
the historical context in which the election will take place. Here’s a
look at the candidates and their positions, compiled by The Forum’s
editorial board.
The incumbent in the 2020 presidential election is Donald
J. Trump, who is running for a second term along with Vice President Mike Pence. The campaign’s official website, donaldjtrump.
com, does not feature any specific, forward-looking policies, and
instead focuses on ways for interested voters to get involved, press
coverage of campaign events around the country, and registration
information for upcoming events. The “Promises Kept” tab redirects the viewer to an external website, which features information
about the administration’s policy initiatives over the last four years,
including an emphasis on aggressive immigration policy enforcement, the construction of a “wall along the Southern border,” and
economic policies and tax cuts intended to help spur business development. Based on statements made in debates and town halls, the
administration will likely continue to push for strong immigration
policy enforcement and efforts to stimulate the economy, which has
slumped significantly during the ongoing pandemic. The campaign
has also promised healthcare reform, with Trump expressing a desire to slash pharmaceutical prices in the first presidential debate.
Government lawyers are also set to argue that the Affordable Care
Act (“Obamacare”) is unconstitutional in the U.S. Supreme Court
later this term, after the Trump administration and Congress stripped
the law’s tax provisions in 2017. But the campaign has faced significant controversy in recent months as the President has been criticized for his response to the COVID-19 pandemic and comments
that many viewers took as encouraging, rather than condemning,
white supremacy.
Former Vice President Joe Biden and Senator Kamala Harris,
his Vice Presidential candidate, hope to unseat Trump and Pence
after just four years in office. The Biden campaign’s website, joebiden.com, features a range of policy positions, ranging from an
expansion of the Obama administration’s signature Affordable Care
Act to include a “public health insurance option like Medicare”
and “[i]ncreasing the value of tax credits to lower premiums and
extend coverage to more working Americans,” to advocating for a
“Clean Energy Revolution” and aiming for a “100% clean energy
economy” with “net-zero emissions no later than 2050.” Biden also
seeks to reform immigration policy, largely by reversing many of
the moves taken by the Trump administration, including “ending
the prosecution of parents for minor immigration violations as an
intimidation tactic, and prioritiz[ing] reunification of any children
still separated from their families” while reforming the current system for seeking asylum. The campaign has also published a plan for
addressing the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, including pushing for
a national response, providing free testing for those who cannot pay,
and allowing for greater “CDC sentinel surveillance programs and
other surveillance programs so that [the government] can offer tests
not only . . . to those who ask but also to those who may not know
to ask.”

The first presidential debate garnered significant media attention not for any robust policy discussions, but for the behavior
of the candidates: according to a Slate article, “Trump interrupted
former Vice President Joe Biden or debate moderator Chris Wallace at least 128 times.” The debate became so acrimonious that
Biden called Trump a “clown” and told him to “shut up,” followed
by Trump making personal attacks on Biden’s son, Hunter, later in
the evening. Days later, Trump announced that he had contracted
COVID-19, leading to inquiries into whether Trump had been tested
prior to the debate. The second presidential debate was cancelled
after an online format was proposed, with both candidates holding competing town halls on national television instead. The final
presidential debate was much more traditional, with the exception
that the Commission on Presidential Debates gave the moderator
the power to mute the candidates’ mics to stop the frequent interruptions that defined the first debate.
This election cycle is also historic in that Senator Harris is
the first woman of Black or Indian descent to appear on a major
party’s ticket as a candidate for vice president, and will become the
first female vice president if she and Biden win the election. Harris, a former prosecutor and state Attorney General, rose to national
prominence with her aggressive questioning in judicial confirmation
hearings, and she has proved an effective advocate on the campaign
trail. Harris delivered a strong performance in the vice presidential
debate in early October and will likely play a prominent role in a
Biden administration should the campaign prevail in the election.
But the election holds significantly more weight in these turbulent times than differences about social and economic policy. The
election will largely be seen as a referendum on the Trump administration’s response to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which, as of
this writing, has taken over 228,000 American lives and continues
to impact the economy and the daily lives of millions. Moreover,
Trump is seeking to become the first president to win reelection after facing an impeachment trial in his first term. If Biden wins the
election, he will become the oldest president in American history.
The election has also been complicated by the passing of Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who died on September 18,
2020. Justice Ginsburg had indicated that she hoped her seat on
the Court would not be filled until after the presidential election
was complete. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R., Kentucky) pushed ahead to confirm Judge Amy Coney Barrett of the
Seventh Circuit, despite having argued just four years prior—when
Chief Judge of the D.C. Circuit, Merrick Garland, was nominated to
replace the late Associate Justice Antonin Scalia—that a new justice
should not be appointed close in time to an election. Both presidential candidates have been asked about the confirmation process in
debates and on the campaign trail, and Biden and Harris have consistently maintained that a nominee should not be confirmed while
an election is ongoing. Both had refused to explicitly answer whether they would consider “packing the court” if they win the election,
until Biden ultimately stated he would create a bipartisan commission to study judicial reform in general. Barret was confirmed to the
High Court on October 26.
Four years ago, the 2016 presidential election garnered significant controversy, as Trump won the electoral college but lost
the popular vote to Hillary Clinton by approximately three million
votes. Those results, combined with confirmation of Russian attempts to interfere in the election, have led to an increased push for
more Americans to vote. The Forum encourages all of our readers
to research the candidates’ policies and to vote in the election, and
we hope this brief preview article has been helpful.

(cont’d from cover story) smoothly” than last semester.
Along with the shift to online learning in
the Spring 2020 semester, St. John’s followed the
lead of other prominent law schools in New York
and throughout the country in assessing student
performance on a credit/no-credit, or pass/fail, basis. A 2L student who wishes to remain anonymous
observes that, when classes went online, and then
pass/fail, it became difficult to maintain a productive study schedule. “That wasn’t the most motivating.”
Not everyone agrees. One 3L, who also
wishes to remain anonymous, has found that the
uncertainty of the Spring 2020 semester provided
a useful level of anxiety that paradoxically made
it easier to focus. This semester, by contrast, this
student is “no longer nervous or hesitant.” Now
that the anxiety and uncertainty are somewhat at
bay, this student says, “I am more lax about paying attention.” Additionally, social interactions that
once occurred before or after class, or in the mealtimes between classes, now tend to occur during
class time. “It makes a big difference not seeing
friends,” the student says. “I find myself texting or
messaging them during class. It’s very difficult to
stay focused at home.”
As part of its response to the pandemic,
and as required by the state of New York, the Law
School has imposed and maintained social distancing guidelines. For some, social distancing has
contributed to a sense of isolation. “I work better
when I see people around me working,” one student says. “I used to like to park myself in the library with friends and work for hours. But at home,
I am alone at my desk in my bedroom and end up
taking Netflix breaks very often.”
Nowadays, any student who
chooses to spend hours working in
the library could very well find heror himself more or less alone. As
one second-year student put it, “This
campus has turned into a ghost
town. I do not even think that there
are enough students on campus or
even in one area of school to violate
the social distancing policy.”
That sentiment is not limited to students. “For those of us
who are in the Law School building,
you’ll notice that it is very different than in prior years,” Dean Kelly
said. “We are effectively operating
in a low-contact, socially distant
manner, but it doesn’t have the same
sense of the St. John’s Law spirit
that I love and had come to expect
each day when I arrived at the Law
School. So we have had to find ways
to channel that spirit and sense of
family in other ways.” Dean Kelly
pointed to the small group meetings
and online office hours sessions that have helped
students keep in contact with the administration as
solutions. “I hope that all of our students know how
eager we are to work with you, and know that you
can reach out to us at any time.”
Co-Curricular Activities: Moving Online
Student activity leaders have made diligent
efforts to adapt their ordinarily vibrant in-person
programming to the realities of an online semester.
Eniclerico, Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Civil Rights and Economic Development (JCRED),
said: “Working with an organization has also been
difficult, and our annual in-person events are sorely missed. Nevertheless, everyone has been very
communicative and doing great work, and the semester has been rewarding in its own way.”
The Moot Court Honor Society and the
Polestino Trial Advocacy Institute (PTAI) have
faced a raft of unique challenges as well. Moving
dynamic, live trials and oral arguments online,
mirroring efforts throughout the federal and state
court systems, has required creativity and ingenuity. Jennings, who serves as the Executive Director
of the Moot Court Honor Society, said that running the group “required an overhaul—or even a
tearing down and building anew of aspects of the
program,” and that “every aspect of running the
program now takes a concerted effort to ensure” it
is “addressed, whereas many of these things used
to take care of themselves.” But despite the challenges, bright spots have emerged: Jennings noted that “the online format of some events has allowed a broader audience to participate than when

the event occurs in-person,” and PTAI has posted
solid performances in multiple online competitions
in recent weeks, including a semi-finals finish in
the Syracuse National Trial Competition, and advancing a team to the “elite 8” in the newly created
National All Star Bracket.
One student leader has been pleased to see
that groups have worked together to cosponsor and
promote each other’s events. Even so, planning an
event takes time and effort, and there’s always a
chance that “only a handful of people will attend.”
This student notes that it has been particularly difficult to engage with first-year students: “Since we
can’t meet in person, it’s hard to build relationships.”
Although many student groups participated in the online version of Fall Fest, which was intended to facilitate engagement with new students,
the results were mixed. In previous years, 1Ls
could browse the cafeteria, meet student leaders,
and discover new organizations. By its very nature,
this year’s online version could not provide even
a shadow of the same experience. Engaging with
new students, as well as promoting events, depends
largely on social media engagement, for better or
for worse.
Virtual events have been a mixed blessing
for participants as well as student leaders. Some
students have been able to attend more events. For
example, one 2L who lives some distance from
campus can attend online events at will, whereas
attending in-person events would require planning
because of the long commute. But for another 2L,
“Engaging in activities through WebEx or Zoom
just feels like another class lecture.”
For all of the challenges, however, the online student activity format has yielded some ben-

the student was unsure why the administration
would not extend accommodations for classes that
are not required for graduation if it already does so
for the required courses.
Another anonymous 2L says, “The people
who are studying remotely generally are doing so
for substantive reasons.” Some students choose
online classes because the health of a loved one is
compromised, or even because it’s more economical to live in a different region of the country. Under these circumstances, the student says, the new
policy could be unfair to online students, and particularly to third-year students. “Professors and students are able to juggle in-class and remote participation.” Allowing online students to enroll in the
“courses that they are interested in” could “make
a big difference for students who cannot have the
in-person experience that they were hoping for.”
Alexis Zobeideh, ‘22, who attends remotely while living out of state, agrees. Given that professors have been conducting hybrid classes all
semester long, “it doesn’t make sense” to ask students to move in-state and risk exposure to enroll in
the classes of their choice.
Dean Simons defended the new policy,
citing concerns for “pedagogical effectiveness.”
Teaching “both kinds of modalities simultaneously” is not as effective as teaching a class either
completely in-person or online. For online students
watching streams of in-person classes, “either the
students are passively watching an in-person class,
or the professor is simultaneously trying to teach
both an in-person and an online class. For the fall
semester, that situation was unavoidable in some
instances, in part because students had registered
for classes before the modalities had been set. For
the spring semester, though, because students will
know which the course modality before registering, those students who
must be all-remote will be able to
choose from among a large selection
of online classes, while students who
prefer in-person classes will be able
to choose from among courses that
will be taught in a fully in-person
format.”
Students offered additional suggestions for improving the Law School
experience in the age of COVID.
This semester, the administration
has compressed the calendar by
scheduling a number of “legislative
days” in which Monday, Tuesday, or
Wednesday classes are held on Fridays. One student, a 3L, suggested
calling an end to this practice. “It is
utterly unreasonable to expect us to
do more preparation in less time,”
the student says. Because Fridays
are ordinarily free of classes, many
COURTESY MATT DEAN students use those days for class
preparation, study, or other work.
efits. According to SBA Treasurer Mike Sohn, the The loss of that work time can present a difficult
SBA has “been able to meet on a more regular basis choice between “being exhausted” or “being minithan past SBA e-boards.” The increased opportuni- mally prepared.”
ties to connect have “helped us immensely in disAnother student, a 1L who attends in-percussing the new challenges that have been present- son and remotely, recommends improvements to,
ed by the pandemic,” Sohn says.
or at least a clarification of, the absence policy. “It
isn’t clear what happens if we don’t feel well and
Next Semester: Looking Ahead
don’t attend our in-person class but instead attend
According to a new course policy an- online. There needs to be a clearer message from
nounced by the Law School’s administration on the school and professors.”
October 28, remote participation will not be apOne 2L would go much farther: “Return to
proved for in-person classes unless necessary to fully in-person. If faculty feel that they can only
meet a graduation requirement. “We’ve learned deliver classes remotely, the professors can livesover the course of the semester that the classroom tream into the classroom.”
experience is improved for both the students and
For as long as anyone can remember, St.
the faculty when the students are participating in John’s Law has prided itself on creating a sense
the course in the modality in which it is being of- of family. “One of its cornerstones,” Jennings obfered, and we’ve used that information in planning serves, is that “St. John’s is a tight-knit communifor the spring,” Dean Kelly says.
ty.” Over the past months, the school has perseStudent reaction was swift. One 2L, who vered through unprecedented hardships and has
commented on condition of anonymity, said, “It endeavored to provide a high-quality education to
is an absolute double-standard that certain profes- in-person and remote students alike. The process
sors or administrators can force students to attend has not been entirely smooth. If early reactions to
certain classes remotely yet will not give those tu- the new class registration policy are any indicaition-paying students the same optionality with re- tion, the path ahead is unlikely to be entirely free
spect to the offered in-person classes.” Noting as of stumbling blocks. “None of us, when we started
well that the registrar issued a list of online classes law school, anticipated it ending this way, and it is
and a list of in-person classes, but no “cumulative looking more and more like this is in fact the way
version,” this student wondered if the school “now it’s going to end,” Eniclerico said of finishing law
sees itself as two different entities.”
school during the pandemic. “I can only hope for a
According to another 2L, under the new big going-away party at some point, be it late in the
policy, “students are forced to decide between their spring, summer or beyond. As a bit of an introvert,
safety and comfort and completing a course they that feels like a strange thing to say, but these are
might have a compelling interest in.” Moreover, strange times.”

Legal
Issues
Abound

The 2020 Election
& Justice Barrett
Takes the Bench

COURTESY BILL OXFORD/UNSPLASH
NEWS

Michael S. Dauber
Editor-in-Chief

P

residential election years are typically filled with newsworthy events,
highly visible debates, and the occasional October surprise. But the 2020
Presidential election will occur in the midst of a global pandemic that
has killed well over 200,000 Americans, adding a plethora of logistical
issues to a process that already requires significant coordination across
the country in an ordinary year. Concerns over the impact of social distancing protocols on voters’ ability (or willingness) to get to the polls
and vote, as well as the serious health risks that could accompany in-person voting, have forced some states to heavily modify their usual voting
procedures by adopting widespread mail-in balloting. At the same time,
the Trump administration has expressed concerns over unsubstantiated
worries of mass voter fraud. With the possibility of a close presidential
election, the American legal system is bracing for a series of unprecedented legal controversies as the nation sorts out the election results.
Although the electoral college system has its roots in the United
States Constitution, individual states set their own election procedures,
including the ways voters cast their ballots. Ballotpedia.com contains a
thorough database of all of the changes and expanded deadlines states
have instituted for this year. Although key swing states like Florida and
Ohio have kept their ordinary election procedures, many states, like New
York, have chosen to allow greater use of absentee balloting, while others
have chosen to adopt universal mail-in balloting as a means of mitigating
health concerns over voting in-person during the COVID-19 pandemic
while ensuring that all registered voters can exercise their rights. States
like California and Iowa automatically sent ballots to all eligible residents, even if they did not request them. Other states, such as Alaska and
North Carolina, allow mail-in balloting, but require a witness to sign the
ballot to prevent fraud. But new changes from ordinary procedures have
raised scores of legal challenges across the country, and the Supreme
Court has already ruled on a number of cases in advance of the election,
sometimes without issuing opinions.
For instance, in Pennsylvania Democratic Party v. Boockvar,
which addressed legislative changes to election procedures that began
even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the Supreme Court declined to
stay the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s decision to allow state election
officials to count mail-in ballots that are received by November 6th, so
long as there is no indication that they were postmarked or mailed after polls close on Election Day. The ruling came despite the fact that
the Pennsylvania Election Code appeared to suggest that mail-in ballots
could only be counted if they were received by the relevant county Board
of Elections by 8:00pm on Election day at the latest. Similarly, the Court
allowed a six-day extension of the ordinary mail-in ballot deadline to
remain in place in North Carolina in Moore v. Circosta, allowing mailin ballots to be counted as long as they are received by November 12th.
But the Court reached the opposite result in a similar case, Democratic
National Committee v. Wisconsin State Legislature. According to reporting and analysis by CNN, the Court has not been willing to overturn
decisions by state courts, but, as in the Wisconsin case, will not allow
federal courts to alter election rules so close to the election.
In addition to the time votes must be received, litigation has arisen over the nature of polling places and ballot drop-boxes themselves.
On October 21, the Court stayed a lower court ruling that would have allowed curbside voting in Alabama in Merrill v. People First of Alabama,
again without explanation. Alabama’s Secretary of State had forbidden
curbside voting, but a District Court had found the policy produced a dis-

parate impact on disabled voters, in violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act. And significant litigation has taken place in Texas, where
Governor Greg Abbott ordered each county in the voluminous state to
have only one ballot drop-off box. As of this writing, the Texas Supreme
Court affirmed the order in Abbott v. The Anti-Defamation League.
Election-watchers can also likely expect litigation over polling
hours. Polls typically close between 7pm and 9pm local time the day of
an election based on jurisdiction, but long lines sometimes prevent everyone who wants to vote from casting their ballots in time. As a result,
parties have filed emergency petitions to keep polls open longer in past
elections. With stringent social distancing protocols in place in many
jurisdictions, courts may need to consider far more petitions than usual,
which could create further delays in receiving election results.
Aside from challenges to election procedures themselves, increased use of mail-in and absentee balloting and difficulties counting
ballots amidst the pandemic will likely mean that we won’t know who
won the presidential election, or any elections, on Election Day itself.
Moreover, it is possible that a close race and ongoing litigation could
mean that neither presidential candidate reaches 270 electoral votes (at
least clearly), which could force the House of Representatives to decide
the election in a so-called “contingent election,” a scenario that has not
occurred since 1824, when the House awarded the presidency to John
Quincy Adams, even though Andrew Jackson had more popular and
electoral votes.
That process could become even more complicated if House elections are hotly contested and subject to litigation when the contingent
election would be set to occur. Presidential terms end on January 20th of
the year after the presidential election, but House terms begin on January
3rd, meaning the next Congress will select the President in the event of
a contingent election. But if significant litigation over any of those new
seats is pending, courts may need to rule on who could participate in the
contingent election itself, especially if a current representative’s term
has already expired.
Analysts and lawyers alike have already invoked references to
Bush v. Gore, in which the Supreme Court controversially determined
the outcome of the 2000 presidential election by stopping an ongoing
recount in Florida and making George W. Bush the de facto winner of the
election. On September 18, 2020, Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg passed away, setting the stage for a bitter confirmation battle over
her replacement. Back in 2016, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R., Kentucky) blocked Judge Merrick Garland’s confirmation hearings, arguing that a Supreme Court seat should not be filled in an election
year. But in the lead-up to the 2020 election, President Trump emphasized the need to fill Justice Ginsburg’s seat so that the Court would have
nine justices to decide any election controversies that arise. With former
Seventh Circuit Judge Amy Coney Barrett’s confirmation as the Supreme
Court’s newest associate justice on October 27, 2020, any election cases
before the High Court will be decided by a 6-3 conservative majority.
Republicans subsequently moved the Court to reconsider its Boockvar
decision in Pennsylvania, but the Court denied expedited review on October 28, 2020. As of this writing, Justice Barrett has not participated in
any of the recent election cases.
At this stage, it is impossible to tell how the election will develop. It is unlikely that voters will have a complete picture of the electoral
map on election night and, even if they do, they can expect litigation to
continue for weeks or even months. With the congressional and presidential terms set to expire on January 3rd and 20th, respectively, one
thing is certain: this election and the transition to the next administration
and Congress, whoever is in charge, will be like no other in American
history.

St. John’s Law Review
Commemorates the
100th Anniversary of
the 19th Amendment
During its 2020
Symposium
NEWS

Michelle Scanlon
Staff Writer

On Friday, October 23, respected legal scholars from around the country

gathered on WebEx to commemorate the 19th Amendment’s 100th anniversary by presenting on a variety of women’s rights issues. Attendees,
who included Law Review members, St. John’s faculty, and other members
of the legal community, had the pleasure of listening to two panels and
a keynote speaker. The highlight of the symposium was the diversity of
presentations, which offered an enlightening look at the state of gender
equality and the fight for women’s rights throughout United States’ history.
Professor Rosemary Salomone moderated the first panel, which consisted
of Professors Alissa Gomez, Cassandra Jones Havard, and Kit Johnson.
The second panel, which consisted of Professors Nora Demleitner, Mikah Thompson, and Nicole Ligon, was moderated by Professor Catherine
Duryea. The symposium’s keynote speaker was Taunya Banks, the Jacob
A. France Professor of Equality Jurisprudence at the University of Maryland School of Law.
One theme that ran through the event was intersectionality. Professor Havard specifically evoked the ideas of Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, emphasizing that issues of race and gender must be recognized and
addressed together. Her presentation focused on the economic security of
women of color by examining different statutes such as the Equal Pay
Act of 1963, Title VII, and the Equal Rights Act of 1972. In a similar
vein, Professor Banks’ keynote address, “Commemorating the Forgotten
Intersection of the Fifteenth and Nineteenth Amendments,” offered an en-

lightening discussion on how White women’s and Black men’s suffrage
excluded Black women entirely.
The remaining panelists’ presentations ran the gamut of gender
quality issues, but all were equally compelling. Professor Gomez focused
on the representation of women in “big law,” and argued that firms should
no longer measure success by male standards as they do now. Professor
Johnson discussed how the suffragettes’ use of nativist and anti-immigration rhetoric was a key component in getting the right to vote and, importantly, how we can learn from their mistakes. Professor Thompson spoke
about the adultification of Black girls in the context of statutory rape and,
more specifically, how the mistake-of-age defense is used against victims.
Professor Ligon described how defamation lawsuits have been weaponized in sexual assault cases and enumerated various ways to help women
tell their stories. The final presenter of the day, Professor Demleitner, explained how the decriminalization of sex work could provide necessary
protections for women—legally, economically, and for the sake of their
health.
This impressive group of speakers provided attendees an insightful
discussion of gender equality issues from the past and the present and,
thankfully, left us with tangible solutions for the future. Anyone who is interested in learning more about these topics can watch the full symposium
at bit.ly/sjulrev2020 and read the panelists’ full papers in the spring 2021
issue of the St. John’s Law Review.
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3Ls Present Note Topics on Criminal
Developments at “The Criminal Edge”
Event
NEWS

Eva-Maria Ghelardi
Staff Writer

On October 5, 2020, the St. John’s Chapter of the Historical Society of

the New York Courts hosted “The Criminal Edge: New York Courts and
21st Century Justice,” the first panel of its kind showcasing the note research of Amelia Bayroff, Melissa Capalbo, Matt Cleaver, Michael Dauber, and Alex Karambelas. Each presentation focused on an evolving part of
the New York criminal system. A recording is available on the Web Links
page of the Historical Society’s TWEN page.
Melissa Capalbo discussed New York’s Raise the Age Legislation.
In failing to define the phrase “extraordinary circumstances,” the legislature left a loophole for courts to determine which cases should remain in
the youth part of the criminal justice system when “extraordinary circumstances” exist and which cases should be transferred to family court. With
little guidance, courts have examined factors such as prior juvenile history
(in violation of the Family Court Act) as well as culpability (at odds with
the presumption of innocence). Moreover, some courts have used mental
illness as a way to mitigate a finding of extraordinary circumstances entirely, perhaps believing the juvenile justice system is more equipped to
handle mental illness.
Matt Cleaver examined how individuals convicted of sex offenses are often locked out of public housing by statute, out of much of the
private housing market, out of homeless shelters, and even out of nursing
homes. Unlike prison sentences and probation, a criminal defendant may
plead guilty in total ignorance of these severe housing consequences. In
a justice system that relies upon and constitutionally requires “knowing,
intelligent, and voluntary” guilty pleas, Matt Cleaver argued that defense
counsel and judges must advise defendants of these housing consequences

before defendants plead guilty.
Michael Dauber analyzed the rationale behind the extreme emotional disturbance/adequate provocation affirmative defense to murder. He
argued that the same defense should be applied to intentional assault cases,
since the degree of decreased culpability is the same in both types of cases,
and failing to recognize the defense could potentially confuse jurors who
consider attempted murder and assault charges in the same case. Moreover, a study of the defense in New York County homicide cases showed
that the defense rarely succeeds where a defendant is simply angry, removing worries that expanding the defense to assault cases would produce
negative consequences, such as frequent use in domestic violence cases.
Alex Karambelas considered the sweeping and controversial 2019
reforms to the New York criminal discovery statute, which had remained
largely unchanged since 1979. Alex examined the problems which arise in
a plea-based criminal justice system when discovery rules are tied to trial.
She argued that internal prosecutorial discovery policies, Brady, and local
court rules are all inadequate solutions and that the problem of discovery
in a plea-based criminal justice system must instead be solved via legislative reform.
Amelia Bayroff spoke about the history of assisted suicide criminalization and the increasing difficulties of defining, identifying, and prosecuting suicide assistance in a world dominated by electronic communications. She argued that New York should follow the lead of other states
and be proactive in modifying suicide assistance statutes to better address
internet-based and electronic suicide assistance.
The event wrapped up with a Q&A in which audience members
asked questions about the note writing process and updates about the various developments since the notes were submitted. The Historical Society
and its co-host, the Criminal Law Society, were proud to showcase the
hard work of our classmates and to learn about criminal law developments
from individuals passionate about the subject.

Are You Okay?
EDITORIAL

Heather Lewin
News Editor

B

efore last semester’s abrupt transfer online due to COVID-19, my daily
routine began like this: get up, drink coffee, go to the gym, shower, put on
makeup, get dressed, and leave for school. Now, my wardrobe mainly consists of pajamas and sweatpants, and my face hasn’t seen a lick of makeup
in months. It seems my wake-up time is getting later and later as I sprawl
out of bed for my Webex classes by changing from my nighttime pajamas
to my daytime pajamas.
At first, I thought, “Wow, I am truly living my anti-social dreams.”
But I began to realize that never leaving that house harmed my mental
health. And I was not alone. A CDC survey reported that one in three
Americans are reporting anxiety and depression symptoms—three times
the rate from a similar study from the first half of 2019. Even Michelle
Obama has said the pandemic, amongst other things, has led her to suffer
from a “low-grade depression.”
According to 3L Kathryn Ingle, the pandemic has “100%” affected
her mental health. Kathryn and fellow 3L Sarah Vinci both said they felt
higher stress being at home all the time. Sarah said, “COVID-19 has hurt
my mental health. I am currently in my third year of law school, on two
different journals, taking five classes, and working three days a week. Trying to juggle all of my responsibilities while also navigating law school
online for the first time has been difficult. Especially when I had to care
for my boyfriend, who was sick with COVID-19, . . . in addition to missing my friends, my family, and the normal law school atmosphere.” Additionally, students felt that there is now less of a boundary between school
and play. 2L Lexi Zobeideh said, “Being home and online, there’s no line
between working and not working, I can work at all times, and it sort of
feels like that’s what we’re expected to do. So, I’m trying to establish that
boundary better.”
Regardless of a significant global pandemic, we as law students
already experience high rates of depression, anxiety, and alcohol and
drug-related impairments. According to Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers,
as of 2019, 96% of law students experienced significant stress. There has

always been a stigma surrounding mental health, and it is often hard to
talk about it. Many of us are no longer able to turn to our regular stress
relievers. Lexi said, “Many of the things I like to do to relax are no longer
accessible like hanging out with friends or going out to eat, so I’ve had to
try and develop other ways to cope. I’ve recently tried to schedule a time
to take walks or go to the pool or play tennis and treat it with the same
priority as my schoolwork, which has been challenging. I am working to
spend time with my family and facetime my law school friends who are far
away because they can relate, so talking to them helps!”
Like Lexi, I decided I needed to take control of my mental health
in these challenging times. I turned to the one thing I can always depend
on: Google. I bought myself an anxiety journal and an adult coloring book
to pass the time. Having activities aside from countless hours of Netflix to
waste time between school and studying has helped immensely. 3L Brandon Auerbach also stated that it was vital for him to make time for hobbies.
He said, “Because we are studying, doing school, and living all in one
place, I realized I needed to have hobbies. I have started to take an interest
in exercising and cooking to pass the long days at home.” 3L Nicole Hanna
agreed: “It is my time outdoors hiking that has helped my mental health.”
But sometimes hobbies are not enough. The Covid-19 pandemic
has also created a shift toward online therapy. According to TIME Magazine and Dr. Jay Shore, a professor at the University of Colorado Anschutz
Medical Campus and the American Psychiatric Association’s Telepsychiatry Committee chair, before COVID-19, telepsychiatry was available but
“only sporadically adopted.” In mid-May, the American Psychiatrist Association surveyed its members on how often they held tele-psych sessions.
Before the pandemic, only 2.1% of members reported using tele-psych
sessions 76-100% of the time. Now, 84.7% of members say they are using
tele-psych sessions. Online therapy and psychiatry are also convenient:
they are just as effective as in-person sessions and allow patients access to
a more comprehensive selection provider. Two of the most popular online
therapy platforms are BetterHelp and Talkspace.
Whether it is simple hobbies or taking the steps towards therapy, it
is essential that we take care of our mental health, especially during these
times. With a smaller divide between work, school, and play, I encourage everyone to take up new at-home activities, facetime with family and
friends, and look into online therapy platforms.

Eyes of the Law
Rachel Harris
Staff Writer

T

he eyes of the law
I wonder how they see me?
The night of my skin
Coupled with the light I choose to carry
Groomed like a thoroughbred
Yet mindful of mentalities
That might get me killed
Kentucky roots
deep deep deep
Into who I am
Branded with an image
Solidified by tears and frustration
Melded together by legacy
The eyes of the law
Made of faces, places, systems
Bent on trapping me
Am I, too, viewed as
Ever searching, ever groaning
Ever demanding justice
Seconds spent turning sadness into perspective;
Years worth of pressure transposed into success
Standing here:
A mountain of case briefs
A moment in time when I decided
I belong here
Here standing
Here begging to be seen and known;
Here to be heard and not killed
I am here.
Hoping.
Praying
Believing.
Longing for more
In the eyes of the law
And Still I Rise in the words of Maya Angelou
I am Becoming like Michelle Obama
All the while clinging to the words of Langston Hughes in my chest
Knowing that America has never been America to me.
My hope is that this poem expresses the visceral tension many have found themselves in during recent months. As a Black woman, being real about my
own emotions is not something that comes easily. Further, in my choice to demonstrate and champion transparency, I hope others are encouraged to do the same.
This poem is a critique and reflection on how
the law itself has shaped my own self-perception. Simultaneously, as a student of the law, this writing calls
out how my own self-identity has spurred me on to believe that justice is possible. References to Maya Angelou, Michelle Obama, and Langston Hughes harken to those whose voices have been a steady anchor.
Eyes of the Law was written days before the 2020
Election – a time where messages, ballots, and so much
more are under threat of being lost. It seems that things
are in turmoil. With the death of Breonna Taylor over 200
days in the past, for many the wounds are ever present. Less
than 175 days until graduation for myself and many other colleagues. Yet, in the past year, there have been countless memories forgone in the name of community safety.
Despite these things, there are priceless moments yet to be experienced, and unthinkable struggles that we will get through with the love and support of those around us. May the call of those who
went before us with love and justice be our compass.
– RH

Presumptive ADR
Presents an Opportunity
for Law Students

Alexander Zedlovich
Staff Writer

EDITORIAL

COURTESY CHARLES DELUVIO/UNSPLASH

In May of 2019, Janet DiFiore, a St. John’s

law graduate and Chief Judge of the New York
Court of Appeals, announced an initiative for
presumptive early alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) in an effort to boost efficiency
in resolving civil cases within the state. Recognizing that parties settle more often than
not, the plan aims to promote settlement by
referring parties in particular civil cases to
mediation as a primary step in their lawsuit’s
progression through the court system. The
plan serves a dual function of limiting the cost
of litigation for parties while also reducing
the strain on an overburdened court system.
While the program is still in its initial stages, the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated
its recognition within the legal field. Law students should familiarize themselves with ADR
processes to adapt to this changing landscape.
Chief Judge DiFiore began her legal
career at St. John’s School of Law, graduating
in 1981 and bouncing between the Westchester
District Attorney’s office and the bench until
2016, when Governor Cuomo appointed her
Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals. Upon
her appointment, Chief Judge DiFiore wasted
no time in announcing her “Excellence Initiative,” aimed at providing the level of justice
expected by over 19 million New Yorkers and
the countless visitors the state’s court system
serves.
One goal of the “Excellence Initiative”
was to evaluate court processes and procedures
and determine where improvements could be
made. Traditionally, parties would only be
referred to ADR by a judge after substantial
court involvement had occurred. To promote
faster and less expensive outcomes, the “Excellence Initiative” incorporated early stage
presumptive ADR last year. The program also
increases the parties’ involvement in resolving
their disputes, part of a greater movement of
enhancing perceptions of procedural justice by
enabling parties to have their feelings and experiences understood.

Despite the availability of multiple
ADR processes, the initiative focuses on mediation. The mediation process is essentially
a negotiation assisted by a neutral third party,
called a mediator, who helps the parties find
mutually acceptable solutions to disputed issues. Mediation can lead to upfront settlements and the narrowing of disputed issues
that must advance to litigation.
Significantly, mediation is a party directed process, in that the mediator does not
adjudicate the issues at hand, but instead
guides the parties themselves towards agreement. To do so, mediators facilitate information gathering, make sure all parties’ concerns
are addressed, help the parties assess their
choices realistically, and help the parties analyze settlement offers. The mediator can also
relay offers from one party to the other, limiting “reactive devaluation,” a phenomenon
in which a party will dismiss an opponent’s
offer without thorough consideration simply
as a reaction to the identity of the offeror. If
mediation fails, the case is referred back to the
courts, but the parties will undoubtedly have
a better sense of the dispute and the strengths
and weaknesses of their case.
The COVID-19 pandemic struck when
the presumptive ADR program was in its infancy, and the courts were closed to all but
emergency matters. Unlike other legal proceedings, ADR processes, and specifically mediation, were incredibly adept at transitioning
to a virtual setting due to their informal nature
and the fact that online ADR was gaining traction prior to the pandemic. In May, administrative order 87‑20 authorized judges to refer
matters to virtual dispute resolution.
Since COVID-19 only exacerbated the
Court system’s backlog, both judges and litigants have been eyeing ADR as a solution to
their problems. Judges view the process as a
way to reduce their caseload, while parties see
it as their best chance to resolve pending issues quickly and without having to risk their
health by in-person meetings. These realities

have boosted acceptance of presumptive ADR,
and while nobody can tell what courtrooms
will look like after the pandemic, it is likely
that virtual ADR is here to stay.
To prepare for presumptive ADR in future litigation, law students should adjust their
advocacy strategies for mediation. Primarily,
one must realize that mediation is collaborative rather than adversarial. In traditional litigation, each side hopes to persuade a judge
and jury to decide in its favor. In mediation,
the goal is to work with the opposition towards
resolution. The mediator is simply there to facilitate such a resolution. A good mediation
advocate will also understand the role of the
mediator and use the mediator effectively in
that role. Attempting to convince the mediator
that one side is right and the other is wrong is
a waste a time, as resolution ultimately hinges
on the parties themselves.
Moreover, clients will actively participate in the ADR process and should be prepared accordingly. Since both sides are allowed to be heard, trying to dissuade clients
from showing or expressing their emotions
can be a tactical error.
If presumptive ADR is here to stay, law
students should welcome it. Graduates will be
able to engage in mediation in the early stages
of its development, reducing the competitive
advantage that more experienced attorneys
have over them in other proceedings. The
process is also less formal than litigation and
allows advocates to find creative solutions to
problems that could never be achieved in the
courtroom, in many cases producing more just
results. Finally, in the virtual setting, no one
has more experience with online meetings than
current law students. While presumptive ADR
in New York State will undoubtedly change
the role that some attorneys will be playing
in their careers, it also presents a good opportunity for current law students to familiarize
themselves with an emerging process and get
ahead of the curve.

Mary Metlay Kaufman ‘37 and The Seeds
of Her Radical Advocacy
I

hope you will join with me when I say:
I reject the tolerance of corruption in government.
I reject the notion that I sit idly by while our cities rot; our minority people are
oppressed, our elderly demeaned by semi-starvation and pauperism.
I reject the inhuman and amoral values which dominate our priorities.
I reject the notion that we are powerless to change the course and I ask that you join
with me in the effort we need to make in reshaping our world.

Jay Hedges
Co-Founder of St. John’s NLG

– Mary M. Kaufman, 1976

COURTESY OF THE DAYTON DAILY NEWS

The St. John’s chapter of the National Lawyers
Guild (NLG) was recently asked for a representative
from NLG’s Mass Defense Committee to discuss its
Legal Observer program for a panel. Little did I know

Ron’s Art

that the request would result in the unearthing of a
splendid bit of history connecting our law school with
the very origin of the Legal Observer program.
The Mass Defense Committee provides pro
bono representation from Guild lawyers for protesters
who are arrested during social justice demonstrations.
As part of its work, the Committee has also recruited
and trained thousands of Legal Observers— the “green
hats” who monitor and document police actions during
protests.
On the morning of the panel, Bruce Bentley,
the former chair of the Committee who agreed to join
the panel, forwarded a brief article to me about Mary
Metlay Kaufman written by the late Judge Elliott Wilk.
Mary, a long-time Guild member, founded the Mass
Defense Committee in 1968, and, as it turned out,
graduated from St. John’s Law School in 1937. To my
delight, the article’s recount of Mary’s life seemingly
outlined the history of the legal left in the United States
during the 20th Century.
After graduating from St. John’s, Mary became one of the founding members of the National
Lawyers Guild in 1937 which was established as a racially integrated bar association in protest against the
racist exclusion of Black attorneys from the American
Bar Association.Just out of law school, Mary worked
as a lawyer in New Deal agencies such as the Works
Progress Administration and the National Labor Relations Board, advocating for labor unions and even organizing a lawyers’ union herself. At the end of the Second World War, she joined the effort to prosecute war
criminals at the Nuremberg tribunals. But when Mary
returned home to the United States, she was disturbed
by how the Red Scare of McCarthyism began to ravage
leftist political organizing. This suppression of political
dissent eerily resembled to Mary the actions of Nazi
Germany in the lead up to the war. In response she began representing prominent Communist Party leaders
who were being persecuted for their political beliefs.
In the 1960s and 1970s Mary shined as a zealous anti-war and nuclear disarmament advocate. Troubled by the racism and violence of the United States,
Mary wrote articles detailing the Nuremberg trials
and how war crimes under international law could be
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applied to the war in Vietnam.Mary also founded the
Mass Defense Committee in 1968 to support student
anti-war protesters at Columbia University. The Committee’s work expanded under Mary’s watch to support
various radical political actions of groups like the Attica
prison inmates, Black Panther Party, and Young Lords.
This account, however, merely scratches the
surface of Mary’s long history of creative legal advocacy and activism. A voluminous collection of Mary’s
papers are housed in the Sophia Smith Collection at
Smith College.Her papers contain incredible nuggets
of legal left history including: (1) telegram and letter
correspondence with prominent black radicals such as
W.E.B. Du Bois and Claudia Jones; (2) meeting minutes of the American Institute for Marxist Studies in the
1960s; (3) syllabi from courses she taught in the 1970s
titled, “Racism and the Law,” “McCarthyism: Political Hysteria and Repression in the U.S.,” and “From
Nuremberg to Vietnam”; and (4) a resolution from the
National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression titled “Ban the Klan.”
Now, in the twenty-fifth year since her passing, Mary Metlay Kaufman’s seeds of radical advocacy
have taken root at her alma matter. The nascent student
chapter of NLG here at St. John’s was officially founded at the beginning of this tumultuous 2020 year. What
began as unauthorized tabling at “Fall Fest” for Student
Organizations my first two years finally became an official organization with the help of co-founders Jeremy
Ashton ‘21 and Heidi Simpson ‘21. This Fall marks our
first full semester as an organization. We have tried to
hit the ground running in the wake of this year’s historic mass protests against police brutality by organizing Legal Observer trainings and building camaraderie
among a growing group of anti-racist, anti-capitalist,
and anti-imperialist St. John’s students committed to
fighting for the radical transformation of our legal system.
It is in awe that I learn of the ceaseless advocacy of Mary Metlay Kaufman. My sincerest hope is that
the St. John’s Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild
indeed join in Mary’s call to reject systemic oppression
in every form and labor to reshape the world for the
better.

Try high steppin’!
zz z

REVIEW

Lunch in the
Age of Corona:
Halalbee’s

Eric Dang
Web Editor

Halalbee’s
182-26 Hillside Ave
Jamaica, NY 11432
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At the mouth of a five-car-long dead-end street off of Hillside Ave-

nue rests the humble flagship of Halalbee’s. Established in December
of 2018, the corner location’s broad windows and bright blue exterior embody the “before-times”—the days before COVID—when indoor seating and throngs of people would certainly have crowded the
restaurant, looking for their quick burger and shake fix. Today, with
its locked doors, darkened and table-less interior, and single employee
staffing the pickup window, it stands as a sad reminder of how much
the world has changed in less than a year. Tasting the food, on the other
hand, fills the belly with hope for restaurant dining’s triumphant return.
Boasting 100% grass-fed beef and, as the name would lead you to believe, an entirely halal menu, Halalbee’s offers the classic American
burger restaurant experience. With ten burger options ranging from The
Original—beef patty, lettuce, tomato, mild cheddar, and HB sauce—to
the Triple Bee—beef patty, lettuce, tomato, maple beef bacon, blue
cheese, and HB sauce—Halalbee’s is sure to have the sandwich to fit
your burger needs. The menu also sports assorted peanut-fried goodies, including fries, onion rings, and mozzarella sticks. Halalbee’s
most popular items are the Lunatic Burger, with jalapeños, maple beef
bacon, gouda cheese, and smoked ghost mayo, and their 12-piece Panko Chicken Nuggets.
As the clock neared three o’clock on a Wednesday afternoon, I
was both hopeful and anxious that Halalbee’s might have a queue of
eager burger-seekers at the pickup window. Maybe even, as Yelp led
me to believe, there would be a small group of socially distant outdoor
diners. Upon arrival however, the restaurant seemed lifeless as I gave a

weak tug at the locked Hillside Avenue-facing door. Even on the deadend side of the restaurant, where barriers had been placed as though to
support an outdoor dining area, there were no tables, chairs, or trash
cans. As I double checked the receipt in my email, I saw a solitary figure walk up to a window on the dead-end side. The window slid open
and voilà, human interaction. I excitedly picked up my Lunatic Burger
Meal Combo and Chicken and speed walked back to the safety of my
car.
Let’s start with the burger. Crisp beef bacon spills out the sides
of the burger, draped over the lettuce and tomato. Underneath, the gouda spills over the sides of the patty. The bun, soft and soaking in the
ghost mayo and burger juice, is warm to the touch and visibly grilled.
The burger itself is well-done, but not dry by any measure. The first
bite brings the heat and crunch of the jalapeños hiding under the patty. The second bite brings a sink and pull of the beef bacon. Between
bites, the French fries, thick-cut and tasty. The chicken—white meat,
a jumbo-sized reminder of the popcorn chicken from my youth. Each
nugget has a hint of spice and is aggressively breaded with a satisfying
crunch in every bite.
While the home dining experience is now commonplace, enjoying the burger, fries, and chicken after a brief commute home is never
going to be the same as in-restaurant dining. However, finding a local
restaurant with such rich food so close to the law school has brought
back hope that maybe one day soon I’ll be able to take a stroll down to
Hillside Ave with friends and sit down for a burger. I never thought I’d
be looking forward to waiting in line for a burger.

Announcements

Your faculty and administration want to provide spaces where you can connect with us (and
each other!) in a non-academic context. We have arranged “Pizza Social Hours” on varying
topics throughout the remainder of the semester. All participants will have the option to
receive a personal pizza delivered to them to enjoy during the event. Please RSVP through
the links below; spots will be limited and filled on a first-come, first-served basis.
Please note-registration is available on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-served basis, and to participate in the pizza order you will need to RSVP at least 48 hours before the scheduled event.
My Favorite…-with Dean Courtney Selby and Prof. Christine Lazaro
Join Dean Selby and Prof. Lazaro in discussing your favorite book, podcast, piece of art,
etc. Like a book club but with no additional pre-work!
Thursday, Nov. 5, 5pm to 6pm.
RSVP here: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4FAFA62EA2F85-myfavoritewith
International Law in Film and TV Social Hour with Prof. Peggy McGuinness
Are you a fan of movies like Argo and Syriana? Bring a beverage of your choice to complement your pizza delivery discussing international law in popular culture with Prof. McGuinness.
Thursday, Nov. 12, 5:30pm to 6:30pm (Netflix subscription required).
RSVP here: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4FAFA62EA2F85-international
Viewing of The Crown, Season 3 Premiere Episode with Dean Sarah Jean Kelly
Do you like watching high-production period dramas? This is the event for you.
Sunday, Nov. 15, 4pm to 5pm (Netflix subscription required).
RSVP here: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4FAFA62EA2F85-viewing
Schitt’s Creek Trivia with Dean Trent Anderson and Assoc. Director Lauren Hartley
Come compete in trivia all about the multiple Emmy-award winning comedy Schitt’s Creek.
Tuesday, Nov. 17, 5pm to 6pm.
RSVP here: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4FAFA62EA2F85-schitts
Irish Sodabread Baking and Comfort Food Basking with Dean Mike Simons
Join Dean Simons for a tutorial on baking this classic from the Emerald Isle; bring stories
of your own favorite family comfort foods to share.
Wednesday, Nov. 18, 7pm to 8pm.
RSVP here: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4FAFA62EA2F85-irish
An Indoor Houseplant Tour with Eric Shannon
Find out the answer to the age-old question, “How many houseplants is too many?” with
Dir. Shannon, and share your favorite plant if you wish.
Friday, Nov. 20, 7pm to 8pm.
RSVP here: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4FAFA62EA2F85-anindoor
We look forward to seeing you at these events!
Best,
Your Student Services Team

Interested in joining the staff of
The Forum next year?
Send us an email!
TheForum.StJohns@gmail.com
We look forward to hearing from you!

